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The emission spectra of ScH and ScD have been investigated in the near infrared and visible using a Fourier transform
spectrometer. The molecules were excited in a scandium hollow cathode lamp operated with neon gas and a trace of
hydrogen or deuterium. Apart from the X 1S / , B 1P, C 1S / , and G 1P states reported previously [R. S. Ram and P. F.
Bernath, J. Chem. Phys. 105, 2668–2674 (1996)], four additional new singlet electronic states A 1D, D 1P, E 1D, and
F 1S 0 have been identified below 21 000 cm01 . The rotational analysis of several vibrational bands of the D 1P –X 1S / ,
D 1P –A 1D, E 1D –B 1P, E 1D –A 1D, and F 1S 0 –B 1P transitions has been carried out and spectroscopic constants have
been determined. The E 1D state of ScH was not located because of the very weak intensity of the E 1D –B 1P and E 1D –
A 1D transitions. q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION

In the past decade considerable progress has been made
in understanding the electronic structure of transition metal
hydrides, but until recently the electronic spectra of the IIIB
transition metal hydride family (ScH, YH, LaH) were not
well understood. For YH (1–3) and LaH (4, 5) new ab
initio calculations and new spectroscopic analyses have been
published. These recent studies are consistent with a 1S /
ground state and a 3D state as the first triplet excited state.
Although the spectra of ScH and ScD have been known
since 1973, the observed bands remained largely uncharacterized. Several visible bands of ScH and ScD were initially
observed in absorption by Smith (6). This work was followed by the observation of emission bands of ScH and ScD
in the visible and near infrared regions by Bernard et al. (7)
who used a composite wall hollow cathode lamp. In addition
to the bands previously observed by Smith (6), Bernard et
al. (7) observed some additional bands at 789.74 and 860.35
nm for ScH and 859.6 nm for ScD. The bands had a complex
appearance because of overlapping lines and perturbations.
No rotational assignments of the ScH and ScD bands were
made and the nature of the low-lying electronic states was
uncertain.
Since ScH is the simplest transition-metal-containing molecule, there have been a large number of theoretical calculations of the spectroscopic properties of ScH (8–13). The
CI calculations of Bauschlicher and Walsh (8), Anglada et
al. (9) and Bruna et al. (10) all predict the ground state of
ScH as a 1S / state with a close-lying 3D state. In addition
Chong et al. (12) calculated the dipole moments for many
hydrides of the 3d and 4d transition metals. In a recent paper
Anglada et al. (13) reported the results of their extensive

MRD-CI calculations on the electronic states of ScH related
to the 3d 14s 2 , 3d 24s 1 , and 3d 14s 14p 1 configurations of the
Sc atom. They have predicted the spectroscopic properties
of numerous excited electronic states as well as the transition
dipole moments between many of the states.
Very recently we have reported on the analysis of several

FIG. 1. A schematic energy level diagram of the observed singlet electronic states of ScH. The numbers marked with arrows are 0–0 origins of
ScH and ScD (in brackets) of the observed transitions.
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FIG. 2. An expanded portion of the spectrum of the 0–0 band of the
D 1P –A 1D system of ScH near the Q head. The perturbation observed at
Qef (8) can be seen clearly.

bands of ScH and ScD in the 4000–21 000 cm01 region
(14). These bands were classified into three electronic transitions, B 1P –X 1S /, C 1S / –X 1S / , and G 1P –X 1S / , all
having a common lower state. This state was assigned as
the ground X 1S / state consistent with the ab initio predictions and the experimental results for the ScF, YH, and LaH
molecules. As mentioned in the previous paper (14) many
of the complex bands remained unclassified because of their
weaker intensity, overlapping lines, and perturbations. In this
paper we report on the rotational analysis of many of these
bands and the identification of four more electronic states
A 1D, D 1P, E 1D, and F 1S 0 . Nearly all of the low-lying
singlet states of ScH and ScD are now known and the few
remaining unassigned bands near 1 mm probably involve
triplet states.

FIG. 4. An expanded portion of the spectrum of the 0–0 band of the
E 1D –B 1P system of ScD near the band origin.

The experimental details were provided in our previous
paper (14). Briefly, the bands were excited in a scandium

hollow cathode lamp and the spectra were recorded at 0.02
cm01 resolution with the 1-m Fourier transform spectrometer
associated with the McMath–Pierce Solar Telescope of the
National Solar Observatory. The lamp was operated at 400
V with 570 mA current with a flow of 1.5 Torr Ne and
about 40 mTorr of H2 or D2 . The spectral line positions were
extracted from the observed spectra using a data reduction
program called PC-DECOMP developed by J. Brault. The
peak positions were determined by fitting a Voigt lineshape
function to each spectral feature.
In addition to the ScH and ScD bands, the spectra also
contained many Sc and Ne atomic lines as well as ScN
bands in the 5700 – 6500 cm01 region which have been
assigned previously to the A 1S / – X 1S / transition ( 15 ) .
The measurements of the Ne atomic lines made by Palmer
and Engleman ( 16 ) have been used for calibration of our
ScH and ScD spectra. The absolute accuracy of the wave-

FIG. 3. An expanded portion of the P branch of the 0–0 band of the
E 1D –A 1D system of ScD.

FIG. 5. An expanded portion of the spectrum of the 0–0 band of the
F 1S 0 –B 1P system of ScD near the Q head.
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TABLE 1
Line Positions (in cm01 ) in the Observed Transitions of ScH

number scale is expected to be better than {0.002 cm01 .
The uncertainty of measurements of the weaker and
blended lines are, however, expected to be somewhat larger
depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, the extent of blending, and line broadening.
OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS

The ScH bands located at 5404, 13 574, and 20 547 cm01
have been assigned recently to the B 1P –X 1S / , C 1S / –

X 1S / , and G 1P –X 1S / electronic transitions (14). The corresponding ScD bands have also been analyzed (14). The
present paper deals with rotational analysis of the new transitions D 1P –X 1S / , D 1P –A 1D, and F 1S 0 –B 1P of ScH and
D 1P –X 1S / , D 1P –A 1D, E 1D –B 1P, F *S0 0 B *P, and
E 1D –A 1D transitions of ScD. In contrast to ScD, the bands
involving the E 1D state of ScH were very weak in intensity
and could not be rotationally analyzed. An energy level diagram of the singlet electronic states of ScH/ScD is provided
in Fig. 1 and all of the marked states have been observed
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TABLE 2
Line Positions (in cm01 ) in the Observed Transitions of ScD
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TABLE 3
Rotational Constants (in cm01 ) for the Singlet Electronic States of ScH

experimentally. The ScH and ScD bands located at 860.35
nm (11 620 cm01 ) and 859.6 nm (11 630 cm01 ), respectively, remain unanalyzed because of their complex rotational structure. The appearance of these bands is similar to
the 3F –a 3D transition of YH at 11 500 cm01 and the analogous transition of LaH at 6238 cm01 .
1. The D 1P –X 1S / and D 1P –A 1D Transitions of ScH
and ScD
The bands observed with Q heads at 16 846 and 12 643
cm01 for ScH have been assigned as the 0–0 bands of the
D 1P –X 1S / and D 1P –A 1D transitions, respectively. The
D 1P –X 1S / band is much weaker in intensity than the
D 1P –A 1D band.
As expected, the D 1P –X 1S / 0–0 band consists of a
single R, a single Q, and a single P branch. The lines in
these branches could be followed up to R(13), Q(15), and
P(15). The lines have a typical width of 0.05 cm01 independent of J, consistent with negligible hyperfine structure.
Perturbations have been observed in both the e and f parity

levels of the D 1P state. The e level is perturbed at J * Å 8
while the f level is perturbed at J * Å 11. The perturbation
in the e-parity level shifts the lines by approximately 00.40
cm01 while the perturbation in the f-parity level shifts the
lines by /0.26 cm01 . The analysis of this band indicates the
presence of large L doubling (q Å 0.02990 cm01 ) in the
D 1P state.
The D 1P –A 1D band consists of two R, two Q, and two
P branches. The doubling in the lines is a reflection of the
large L doubling in the D 1P state. The A 1D state has nearly
negligible L doubling but a higher order L-doubling parameter qD is required to obtain a satisfactory fit of the observed
lines. The perturbations in the D 1P state observed in the
analysis of the D 1P –X 1S / transition were confirmed in the
D 1P –A 1D transition. A part of the spectrum of the Q branch
near the origin is presented in Fig. 2. The perturbation at
Qef (8) can clearly be seen in this figure.
The corresponding D 1P –X 1S / and D 1P –A 1D bands of
ScD are located at 16 883 and 12 661 cm01 . The f-parity
levels of the 1P state are perturbed for J * § 15. The perturbation in the e levels could not be detected in the observed
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TABLE 4
Rotational Constants (in cm01 ) for the Singlet Electronic States of ScD

range of J values. The lines involving the e-parity levels of
the D 1P state have been observed only up to J * Å 11 in
the D 1P –A 1D bands and only the Q branch was identified
in the D 1P –X 1S / 0–0 band.
2. The E 1D –A 1D and E 1D –B 1P Transitions of ScD
The ScD bands with 0–0 band origins at 12 924 and
11 714 cm01 have been assigned as the 0–0 bands of the
E 1D –A 1D and E 1D –B 1P transitions. Since the ScH bands
are, in general, weaker in intensity than the ScD bands, the
corresponding ScH bands could not be analyzed in this case.
A part of the P branch of the E 1D –A 1D 0–0 band of
ScD is presented in Fig. 3. The lines of this band consist of
two R and two P branches. The doubling in the lines of this
band results from the relatively large L doubling in the E 1D
state compared to that in the A 1D state. The 1–1, 2–2,
and 3–3 bands are also present to higher wavenumbers. A

rotational analysis of the 1–1 and 2–2 bands was also obtained. The E 1D –B 1P transition of ScD is much weaker in
intensity than the E 1D –A 1D transition and only the 0–0
band was rotationally analyzed. The R, Q, and P lines of
this transition are also doubled because of the presence of
L doubling in both states. A part of the Q branch near the
origin is presented in Fig. 4. The Qef and Qf e branches are
well resolved and move in opposite directions with increasing J because of the large L doubling in the B 1P state.
3. The F 1S 0 –B 1P Transition of ScH and ScD
The 0–0 band with a single R, a single Q, and a single
P branch at 13 668 cm01 of ScH has been assigned as the
F 1S 0 –B 1P transition. The lower state combination differences from the R and P branches of this band match very
well with the f-parity combination differences of the B 1P
state indicating that the excited 1S state is in fact a 1S 0 state.
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and L-doubling constants were required to obtain a satisfactory fit of the observed line positions. The line positions of
the ScH and ScD bands are provided in Tables 1 and 2 and
the molecular constants for all of the singlet states of ScH
and ScD are provided in Tables 3 and 4.
DISCUSSION

FIG. 6. A correlation energy level diagram for the known singlet electronic states of ScH and ScF.

Anglada et al. (13) predict a 1S 0 –B 1P transition at 12 500
cm01 consistent with the present observations.
The corresponding ScD F 1S 0 –B 1P 0–0 band is located
at 13 657 cm01 . The lines of this band can be followed up
to R(31), P(31), and Q(33). Part of the Q branch of the
0–0 band of ScD is provided in Fig. 5 and some low J lines
near the head have been marked.
The molecular constants of the different electronic states
have been determined using the following customary energy
level expressions for 1S (Eq. [1]) and 1P and 1D (Eq. [2])
states:

The recent MRD-CI calculations of Anglada et al. (13)
predict the relative energies and transition moments for many
electric dipole-allowed transitions with an uncertainty of
about {2000 cm01 for the electronic energies. The positions
of the different electronic transitions observed in the present
work are in good agreement with the calculations of Anglada
et al. (13) within the error limit of the calculations. For
example, the D 1P –X 1S / and the D 1P –A 1P transitions
have been predicted to be at 18 160 and 13 710 cm01 with
transition moments of 1.58 and 1.09 D, respectively, while
the observed transitions are located at 16 846 and 12 661
cm01 . The intensity of the observed transitions agrees only
moderately well with the calculated transition dipole moments presumably because of additional interactions. The
E 1D –A 1D and E 1D –B 1P transitions of ScH are predicted
to be at 15 000 and 12 990 cm01 with transition dipole moments of 1.01 and 0.61 D, respectively. These transitions
have not been analyzed for ScH, although they are found at
12 925 and 11 715 cm01 for ScD. The next electronic state
that we have seen above the E 1D state is the F 1S 0 state,
although there should also be a nearby 1S / state. The F 1S 0
state has an allowed transition at 13 657 cm01 to the B 1P

F£ (J) Å T£ / B£ J(J / 1) 0 D£[J(J / 1)] 2
/ H£[J(J / 1)] 3 / L£[J(J / 1)] 4

[1]

F£ (J) Å T£ / B£ J(J / 1) 0 D£[J(J / 1)] 2
/ H£[J(J / 1)] 3 / L£[J(J / 1)] 4
{ 1/2{qJ(J / 1) / qD[J(J / 1)] 2
/ qH[J(J / 1)] 3 / qL[J(J / 1)] 4 }.

[2]

The observed line positions were weighted on the basis of
the signal-to-noise ratio and the extent of blending. The
lines involved in perturbations were excluded from the fit,
although the corresponding lower state combination differences were included. Because of perturbations in many of
the excited states, several higher order effective rotational

FIG. 7. A correlation energy level diagram of the electronic states of
ScH and Sc / . The energy levels of ScH indicated by dashed lines have
been taken from the theoretical calculations of Anglada et al. (13) and the
atomic energy levels are from Moore (24).
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TABLE 5
Equilibrium Constants (in cm01 ) for the New Singlet States of ScD

state for ScH compared to the calculated value of 12 500
cm01 [1.55 D]. In addition to these new transitions the previously reported transitions B 1P –X 1S / (5404 cm01 ),
C 1S / –X 1S / (13 574 cm01 ), and G 1P –X 1S / (20 547
cm01 ) have been predicted by Anglada et al. (13) at 7420
cm01 (0.2 D), 15 160 cm01 (1.42 D), and 23 330 cm01
(0.77 D), respectively.
As has been noticed previously, a strong correspondence
exists between the electronic states of transition metal hydrides and the corresponding fluorides. The correspondence
between CoH (17) and CoF (18), and FeH (19, 20) and
FeF (21) has been discussed previously. The ScH and ScF
molecules show a similar effect. A comparison of the known
singlet electronic states of ScH and ScF is provided in Fig.
6. The data for ScF have been taken from the recent work
of Shenyavskaya et al. (22) and Lebeault-Dorget et al. (23).
We have also tried to correlate the molecular energy levels of ScH with the energy levels of Sc / ( 24 ) . This correspondence was excellent for Fe/ , FeH, and FeF (21) as
well as for Co / , CoH, and CoF (18) but is not very good
in the Sc / , ScH, and ScF case (Figs. 6 and 7) . The main
problem is that the ground state X 1S / state correlates to
the high-lying a 1 S Sc / state arising from the 4s 2 Sc / configuration. Interestingly, at the Hartree– Fock level of theory, this 1S / state of ScH is high-lying with a ground 3D
state but with electron correlation the 1S / state is strongly
stabilized and becomes the ground state (13) . In fact it was
primitive Hartree– Fock calculations on ScH that erroneously suggested that ScH, YH, and LaH might have 3D
ground states ( 11 ).
In the language of ligand field theory, the presence of an
F 0 or H 0 ligand near Sc / causes the more polarizable 4s 2
X 1S / state to be strongly stabilized relative to the 4s3d
a 3D state (25). If this ‘‘problem’’ is overlooked, then the
correlation between the other low-lying states of Sc / , ScH,
and ScF is reasonably good (Figs. 6 and 7).
From the point of view of molecular orbital theory (13),
the ground X 1S / state arises from the 7s 2 configuration
while the a 3D and A 1D states come from the 7s1d configu-

ration. The 7s orbital is a bonding Sc(4s / 4p s ) / H(1s)
orbital and the 1d orbital is the Sc(3d d ) orbital. The other
states generally follow the common pattern of states and
configurations shared by the ScH, YH, LaH, TiO, ZrO, and
H fO family of molecules.
The spectroscopic constants for various electronic states
of ScH (Table 3) and ScD (Table 4) have been used to
calculate equilibrium molecular parameters. The equilibrium
constants for the X 1S / , B 1P, and C 1S / states of ScH and
ScD have been provided in our previous paper (14). The
equilibrium constants for the A 1D, E 1D, and F 1S 0 states
of ScD are provided in Table 5.
CONCLUSION

The electronic spectra of ScH and ScD have been investigated in the visible and near infrared regions using a Fourier
transform spectrometer. In addition to the B 1P –X 1S / ,
C 1S / –X 1S / , and G 1P –X 1S / transitions of ScH and ScD
reported previously (14), we have analyzed the new D 1P –
X 1S / , D 1P –A 1P, and F 1S 0 –B 1P transitions for ScH and
the new D 1P –X 1S / , D 1P –A 1P, E 1D –A 1D, E 1D –B 1P,
and F 1S 0 –B 1P transitions for ScD. A fit of the data for
ScH and for ScD has been obtained and the position of
nearly all of the singlet electronic states below 21 000 cm01
is now known. The singlet electronic states of ScH and ScD
have been found to correlate well with the observed singlet
electronic states of ScF. Our observations are also consistent
with the results of the recent high-quality theoretical calculations of Anglada et al. (13).
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